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Excitonic Effects and the Optical Absorption Spectrum of Hydrogenated Si Clusters
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We calculate the optical absorption spectrum of hydrogen-terminated silicon clusters by solving
the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the two-particle Green’s function using anab initio approach. The
one-particle Green’s function and the electron-hole interaction kernel are calculated within theGW
approximation for the electron self-energy operator. Very large exciton binding energies are observed
Our results for the one-particle properties and the optical absorption spectra of the clusters are in very
good agreement with available experimental data. [S0031-9007(98)05792-5]
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Optical excitations of hydrogen-terminated Si cluste
have been investigated extensively both in experime
[1,2] and theory [3,4]. Theoretical studies of SimHn

include many different approaches ranging from empi
cal tight-binding schemes toab initio local-density ap-
proximation (LDA) investigations and quantum chemistr
methods. Most of these approaches focus on the dep
dence of band edges and gap energies on the size
shape of the clusters. A calculation of the entire excit
tion spectrum of small semiconductor clusters includin
excitonic effects has not yet been presented. Therefo
only limited information on the optical properties of suc
systems is available, so far.

In this paper, we present a detailed study of the e
citations of the electronic system of several small sem
conductor clusters, fully including all relevant electroni
correlation effects using state-of-the-artab initio ap-
proaches. We employ the usual many-body concept
defining Green’s functions of increasing order for th
N-electron system and evaluating the equations-of-moti
for them. Such approaches have been applied to
tended systems with excellent success (see Refs. [5,6]
the one-particle, and Ref. [7] for the two-particle Green
function results), but their application to nanostructures
extremely demanding. The clusters we study in this p
per can be regarded as the molecular limit of semicondu
tor nanostructures. The analysis of many-body effects
these systems, together with respective data on exten
crystals, will allow for a more detailed understanding o
electronic correlation in the entire range of semiconduct
systems from the molecular to the nanoscale and mac
scopic regime.

As a starting point, we perform an LDA pseudopo
tential calculation for each cluster relaxing the geome
ric structure. Based on the LDA results, we construct t
electron self-energy operator within theGW approxima-
tion [8] and calculate the one-particle Green’s functio
which yields quasiparticle (QP) energies that correspo
to single-electron ionization and affinity energies. De
tails of these calculations are given elsewhere [9]. Fro
these results, we finally construct the two-particle intera
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tion kernel and solve the Bethe-Salpeter equation for t
two-particle Green’s function [10–12], which yields th
optical absorption spectrum.

The only previous study of this kind is a recen
calculation by Onidaet al. [13] on the alkali-metal cluster
Na4, employing plane-wave representation technique
Because of the much larger energy cutoff required f
GW calculations on Si-H systems as compared to Na a
because of the larger size systems studied here, a pla
wave expansion would be very demanding. Instead,
employ a Gaussian-orbital representation technique
that allows for an efficient expansion of all quantitie
with basis sets of very moderate size, using 30 to
basis functions per atom. Such basis sets have b
shown to yield highly accurate results for a wide rang
of systems, including Si and Si surfaces [9]. Using th
approach, we have studied five different Si-H cluste
(i.e., SiH4, Si2H6, Si5H12, Si10H16, and Si14H20) with
diameters ranging from about 3 to 9 Å, allowing for
systematic investigation of quantum confinement effec
as well as the effects of dynamical screening and mixi
of electron-hole configurations on the exciton spectra a
function of cluster size.

We have carefully checked the LDA energy spectrum
which is in excellent agreement with LDA results avai
able in the literature [14], as well as the QP energi
of single electrons and holes. For the highest occup
molecular orbit (HOMO) of SiH4 (Si2H6), e.g., we ob-
tain an LDA energy of28.4 eV (27.3 eV) andGW QP
energy of212.7 eV (210.6 eV), respectively. The lat-
ter is in excellent agreement with the measured ioniz
tion energy of212.6 eV (210.7 eV) [2]. Taking into
account the excellent QP results for bulk Si [5] an
for free and H-covered Si surfaces [6,9], the GWA ca
thus be considered to be valid for the entire range
Si and Si-H systems from the molecular to the macr
scopic scale.

To discuss optical excitations that do not change t
number of electrons, one has to go beyond the one-part
Green’s function and solve the Bethe-Salpeter equat
(BSE) for the two-particle Green’s functionG2, fully
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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including the electron-hole interaction kernelK :

G2svd  G
s0d
2 svd 1 G

s0d
2 svdKsvdG2svd . (1)

A fundamental analysis and systematic formal develo
ment of this kind of approach can be found, e.g., i
Refs. [10–12].G

s0d
2  G1G1 is constructed from the one-

particle Green’s functionG1. We obtain it from the
QP amplitudescQP

m and energieseQP
m resulting from the

GWA calculation as discussed above [15]. Another cr
cial quantity is the electron self-energy contribution to th
electron-hole interaction kernelK which we obtain using
the GWA. K is finally given as a sum of an unscreene
exchange termKx and a direct, screened Coulomb inter
action termKd if one makes the standard approximatio
that the functional derivative ofW with respect toG1 is
negligible [12].

The excitation energiesVS of the N-particle system
are given by the frequency poles ofG2svd. At VS , the
operator f1 2 G

s0d
2 svdKsvdg must have an eigenvector
d

r
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p-
n
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fS with eigenvalue zero:f1 2 G
s0d
2 sVSdKsVSdgfS  0.

This condition can be evaluated by coupled equation
which have the same structure as the time-dependi
Hartree-Fock equations [16]. Unfortunately, the eigen
statesfS cannot be directly interpreted as exciton wav
functions. Therefore, we choose a different approach
the BSE that allows for a better physical interpretation.

We consider the excited statesjN , Sl of the N-particle
system relevant to the optical processes involve the simu
taneous creation of QP electron-hole pairs,

jN , Sl 
holeX

m

elecX
n

ASsmndây
mb̂y

n jN , 0l , (2)

wherejN, 0l is the ground state of the system,ây
m creates

a quasiholem, and b̂y
n creates a quasielectronn. Four-

particle or higher processes are neglected. The BS
finally yields the following equation for the electron-hole
amplitudesASsmnd and the excitation energiesVS [12]:
seQP
n 2 eQP

m dASsmnd 1
X

m0,n0

s2Kx
mn,m0n0dM,0 1 Kd

mn,m0n0 sVSddASsm0n0d  VSASsmnd . (3)

The exchange termKx is nonzero only for spin-singlet excitations, having spin multiplicityM  0. The direct interaction
term [12]

Kd
mn,m0n0sVSd 

Z
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requires a frequency integration which we evalua
analytically within the plasmon-pole model for the dy
namical behavior ofW svd. Since Kd depends on the
excitation energyVS, Eqs. (3) and (4) have to be solve
self-consistently for each excitationS. In the calculation,
we start from assuming static screening in Eq. (4) a
solve Eq. (3) accordingly. For each excitationS, we then
again calculateKd employingVS . The difference to the
former Kd constitutes a perturbation to Eq. (3) which i
evaluated to first order for eachS, yielding converged
excitation energiesVS after a few iterations of Eqs. (3)
and (4). The final excitation energies are lower than tho
resulting from static screening by several tenths of eV.

In Fig. 1 we display the calculated optical spect
of SiH4, Si2H6, Si5H12, Si10H16, and Si14H20 (solid
lines). They are given by the spin-singlet transition
[17], weighted by the respective electric dipole oscillat
strengthMS , 1yV2

s j
P

m,n ASsmnd kmjp̂jnlj2. The dot-
ted lines show the respective absorption spectrum res
ing from the QP energies only, i.e., completely neglecti
the electron-hole interaction. The inclusion of the intera
tion modifies the shape of the spectrum significantly d
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to mixing of different electron-hole configurations. Mos
importantly, the entire spectrum is shifted to lower ene
gies by several eV. In Table I we compare our results f
the pronounced transitions of SiH4 and Si2H6 with mea-
sured absorption energies by Itohet al. [2]. The optical
spectra of the two clusters consist of several well-defin
peaks. For both systems, the lowest transition energy is
very good agreement with the measured data. The hig
transitions also agree with experiment to within 0.5 eV
i.e., within an accuracy of 5%. For the larger systems, t
optical spectra become more complex due to the incre
ing number of QP states and of electron-hole excitation
It should be noted that, since we are interested in on
low-energy excitations, we have restricted ourselves to
cluding no more than 30 unoccupied electron statesn in
the solution of Eq. (3). This limits the number of result
ing excitations. Figure 1 does not show excitations abo
11.9 eV (11.5 eV) for Si10H16 (Si14H20), as indicated by
the vertical dashed lines.

The excitonic binding energy (i.e., the negative expe
tation value ofK) amounts to several eV, up to 7.7 eV
for the lowest spin-triplet excitation in SiH4. It is thus
3321
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FIG. 1. Calculated optical absorption spectrum of SimHn
clusters. The spectra include an artificial broadening
0.04 eV. The dotted lines show the spectra without electro
hole interaction.

more than two orders of magnitude larger than in bulk S
(15 meV). This large binding energy is caused by two e
fects. First, the spatial confinement of electrons and ho
increases the overlap and thus the attractive interact
between them. Second, the dielectric screening in su
small systems is much weaker than in extended bulk sy
tems. Therefore, the electron-hole interaction is much le
efficiently screened than in the bulk, increasing the exc
ton binding energy even further. In all cases, the bindin
energies for the triplet states are larger than for the sing
states by 0.5–1 eV since the triplet states do not obse
the repulsive exchange interaction termKx.

It has sometimes been presumed that at least the lowe
energy excitation of a semiconductor cluster might b
given by a single transition from the HOMO to the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) state, i.e
it might be represented by a single “basis excitation
ây

mb̂y
n jN , 0l in Eq. (2). From our calculations, we observ

that this is not the case. Even for the smallest cluste
the excited states involve a complicated mixing of
large number of electron-hole pairssm, nd, as a result of
the nondiagonal elements of the electron-hole interacti
Kmn,m0n0 . Neglecting these elements results in errors

TABLE I. Optical absorption energies of SiH4 and Si2H6 (in
eV). The experimental data are from Itohet al. [2].

SiH4 Si2H6
This work Expt. This work Expt.

9.0 8.8 7.6 7.6
10.2 9.7 9.0 8.4
11.2 10.7 9.6–9.8 9.5, 9.9
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FIG. 2. Contribution (in percent) of different electron-hole
pair configurations to three spin-singlet transitions in SiH4
(labeled by their transition energyVS on the top). Note that the
positions of the levels are not drawn to scale. The degenerac
of the one-particle levels are given on the right-hand sid
Contributions smaller than 1% are not shown.

the excitation energies of as much as 1 eV. In Fig. 2 w
depict the contributionjASsmndj2 of different electron-
hole pairs (denoted by arrows from occupied to emp
levels) to the three transitions in SiH4 discussed in
Table I. Note that the one-particle levels consist of u
to three different states that are degenerate due to
symmetry of SiH4, which further increases the complexity
of the composition of the transitions. The contribution
shown in Fig. 2 have been added up to account for the
degeneracies. Similarly complex compositions are foun
for the spin-triplet transitions. As the size of the system
increases, the composition becomes even more comp
due to the increasing number of states per energy interv
Roughly speaking, the energy interval involved in th
formation of an exciton is of the same order of magnitud
as its binding energy.

In Fig. 3 we compile the lowest excitation energies fo
spin-triplet and spin-singlet excitations. As the size of th
clusters increases, these excitation thresholds are reduc
The splitting between triplet and singlet excitations i
reduced, as well, resulting from the decreasing overlap b
tween the electron and hole, and the respectively decre
ing exchange interactionKx. In most cases, the calculated
lowest spin-singlet excitation, although optically allowed
in principle, is not observable in optical absorption due t
a vanishing electric dipole oscillator strength. Therefor
we include the lowest dipole-allowed spin-singlet excita
tions in Fig. 3, as well. Baierleet al. [4] have recently ob-
tained the lowest excitation energy of Si5H12 and Si10H16
within configuration-interaction calculations with single
excitations (CIS) and within correlated Hartree-Fock ca
culations (included in Fig. 3). It is unclear from Ref. [4]
whether the quoted transitions refer to spin-triplet or spin
singlet excitations. Our transition energies are higher th
those results. We have also included the measured lo
est optical absorption energy of SiH4 and Si2H6 in Fig. 3
[2]. Our results for the lowest dipole-allowed spin-single
excitation are in excellent agreement with the data. Th
demonstrates that our approach of calculating electron-h
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FIG. 3. Excitation energies of the lowest spin-triplet, spin
singlet, and dipole-allowed spin-singlet excitations. We includ
theoretical results from CIS calculations (3) and from corre-
lated Hartree-Fock calculations (?) by Baierleet al. [4], as well
as experimental data (h) by Itoh et al. [2].

excitations in confined systems includes the importa
physical aspects, and the involved assumptions are va
Furthermore, the employment of localized Gaussian orbi
basis functions provides an efficient, accurate, and re
able computational scheme. The scaling of our meth
is roughlyOsN3d (N being the number of atoms), which is
better than the scaling of mostab initio quantum chemistry
approaches. Application of this approach to the absorpt
spectra of bulk insulators and semiconductors has yield
equally excellent agreement with experiment [7].

In summary, we have developed a method for studyi
the electron-hole excitations in small semiconductor clu
ters. The quasiparticle spectrum of electrons and holes
evaluated in theGW approximation and the electron-hole
excitations are obtained by solving the Bethe-Salpe
equation for the two-particle Green’s function. We hav
evaluated the excitation energies and optical absorpt
spectra of five different SimHn clusters. Very large exci-
tonic binding energies are observed for these small clu
ters. A large number of electron-hole configurations
involved in the excitonic transitions. Our calculated op
tical absorption spectra are in very good agreement w
available experimental data.
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